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Resolving the Phase Ambiguity of Single-Wavelength
Anomalous Dispersion
This report features the work of Chun-Jung Chen and his co-workers published in Acta Cryst. D70, 2331 (2014).

X-ray protein crystallography remains a predominant

In 2014, a research team of Chun-Jung Chen from the

method in the community to determine the three-

Life Science Group, NSRRC, developed a novel algorithm

dimensional structures of biological macromolecules.

to optimize the initial phases from the SAD.3 This so-

Despite great progress towards its automation and ef-

called direct phase-selection method greatly enhances

ficiency, phasing massive diffraction reflections remains

the success of the subsequent electron-density modifi-

a critical step for the determination of structures. The

cation, model building and structure determination of

importance of the single-wavelength anomalous dis-

biological macromolecules, which will benefit the com-

persion (SAD) method using sulfur and various heavy

munity of structural biology.

atoms in proteins in the phasing purpose has increased
because protein crystals are typically damaged by syn-

This newly developed algorithm can effectively im-

chrotron radiation during the long duration of data col-

prove the initial phases from the general SAD method

lection with the commonly used multiple-wavelength

with sulfur or heavy atoms using a novel direct phase-

anomalous-dispersion method.

1,2

Two possible phase

selection method based on a θDS list; θDS is the angle

solutions ( φ1 and φ2 ) generated from two symmetric

between the initial SAD phase and the preliminary DM

phase triangles in the Harker construction for the SAD

phase, differing from previously reported methods. The

method cause the well-known phase ambiguity (Fig. 1).

authors demonstrated that this method of phase selection can resolve the phase ambiguity and improve the
phases from SAD with increased effectiveness in combination with RESOLVE or DM utilizing only simple solvent
flattening without phase combination and a FOM cutoff.
They tested several experimental SAD data sets with sulfur or metal (Zn, Gd, Fe and Se) atoms as the anomalous
scatterers, which were collected at protein crystallography beamlines, including BL13B1 and BL15A1 at the TLS
and BL12B2 and BL44XU at SPring-8. All results showed
superior phases to generate electron-density maps with
an enhanced quality and model building with greater
completeness.
Their work showed that a high percentage correct for the SAD phases occurs at angle θDS in a range
35–145° in region 1 or 2, respectively (Fig. 2). The “θDS list”

Fig. 1: Harker construction for SAD phasing. The contribution of heavy
atoms to a structure factor consists of a normal part, FH, and an
anomalous part, F”H. The structure factor FPH is a normal part and
F+PH and F¯PH are anomalous parts from a protein crystal containing
heavy atoms. (Reproduced from Ref. 3)

from the smallest to the largest angles can be generated. Reflections from the θDS list with angle θDS between
35° and 145° are selected, which have a large probability
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Fig. 2: (upper panel) Diagram of various phases and the range. The circle
is divided into grey and white. Angles < 35o and > 145o in the grey
zone show a smaller fraction correct in selecting phase φ 1 or φ 2 in
region 1 or 2. (bottom panel) Schematic plot of histograms of the
fraction correct as a function of angle φDS. (Reproduced from Ref. 3)

of the correct selected phase φam. The selected phase
φam is either φ1 or φ2 , depending on the preliminary
NHL
DM phase φDM
. A portion of initial phases φSAD is then

replaced correspondingly with these selected phases

Fig. 3: Electron-density maps of lysozyme_Gd, lysozyme_S, insulin_S and
HptB_Se (unknown structure) from the regular method and the
direct selection method are shown with the same contour level
1.0σ in blue. The structures are shown as black sticks. (Reproduced
from Ref. 3)

φam. All reflections with angle φDS in a range 35–145° are

and side chains in proteins with the direct-phase selec-

selected for an optimized improvement. The reflections

tion method is greater than that with regular methods.

with replaced phases (selected phases φam ), and the

The map correlation coefficients and mean phase errors

rest with unselected initial phases φSAD are subsequently

are generally improved by 0.05–0.2 and 10–18°, respec-

combined into a new data set with optimum initial

tively, using the direct-phase selection method with a

phases φ .

single cycle utilizing the new selected phases φam( φ1 or

S
SAD

φ2 ), with a greater confidence level, to replace the corA comparison of the conventional maps (the regu-

responding initial SAD phases φSAD.

lar maps) and the direct-phase selection maps in all test
cases shows that the continuity and completeness of

Their new direct phase-selection method provides

the electron-density maps using the direct-phase selec-

a powerful protocol with an essential selection step,

tion method are significantly improved, and superior

combined with current software of structure determina-

to those of conventional maps (Fig. 3). As a result, the

tion, such as SOLVE/RESOLVE and CCP4, to resolve the

completeness of auto-built residues with main chains

initial phase ambiguities of partial reflections for further
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density modification. The resulting final DM phases and
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Crowning Proteins:
Modulating the Protein Properties Using Crown Ethers
This report features the work of Cheng-Chung Lee, Manuel Maestre-Reyna,
Andrew H.-J. Wang and their co-workers published in Angew. Chem. Int. Edit. 53, 13054 (2014).

Although protein X-ray crystallography is the main path

eties (arginine) (Fig. 1(a)). They showed also that 68% of

to obtain structural information about proteins, protein

all deposited ring-shaped lmw PEG, but only 58% of lin-

crystallizability is still the main bottleneck in efforts on

ear PEG, mediated protein–protein contacts in the crys-

structural genomics. An optimization of crystallization

tal. These observations indicate that CR, having physico-

is typically achieved on only a basis of case by case, trial

chemical properties similar to those of lmw PEG, might

and error. In contrast, on first identifying a ring-shaped

be more constrained and hence better chelators and

binding mode for low-molecular weight polyethylene

vdW partners for protein surfaces.

glycol (lmw PEG) in several protein crystal structures, Andrew H.-J. Wang and his co-workers established crown

To investigate the effects of CR in protein crystal-

ether (18-crown-6; CR) as a reliable additive for crystal-

lization, they performed sparse-matrix crystallization

lization and a powerful tool for crystallization. Their work

screening on several protein targets—Pin1R14A, DMP19,

shows that crown ethers can modify greatly the surface

Rbma, SARS-CoV 3CL protease, lysozyme, myoglobin,

behavior of a protein by stabilizing either intra- or inter-

and trypsin—based on common commercially available

molecular interactions. Crown ethers can serve to mod-

conditions. We found that CR affected crystal growth

ulate the diverse behavior of protein surfaces beyond

positively in most cases, with an exception of trypsin.

crystallization, such as oligomerization, domain-domain
interactions and stabilization in organic solvents.

On solving the structures of all crystals obtained
in the presence of CR, they observed the direct interac-

As a basis to establish CR as surface modulator, they

tions with it in crystals of DMP19, Pin1R14A, hemoglobin

studied CR structural analogues, lmw PEG (MM < 600 g/

and RbmA. In the latter, CR improved the crystal quality

mol). In protein co-crystal structures, these show two

and resolution, making it possible to solve the compli-

distinct conformational types—linear lmw PEG present-

cated structure. In contrast, the DMP19, Pin1R14A and

ing an extended conformation and ring-shaped lmw

hemoglobin structures presented novel CR interactions

PEG with a conformation similar to the CR structure. In

with common characteristics (Fig. 2). Three distinct CR

the latter type, they typically make van der Waals (vdW)

interaction modes comprise the K-crown, the C-crown

contacts with aromatic or aliphatic residues, or they

and the KC-crown modes. In the first, it interacts with

coordinate primary amines (lysine) or guanidinium moi-

proteins in a similar fashion to ring-shaped lmw PEG on

